
SEMICONDUCTOR ( P - N ) JUNCTION DIODE CHARACTERISTICS

A p - n junction can be formed either by point contact or by diffusing
donor impurity in p - type substrate in n - type substrate. In forward bias mod© when the

supply is connected such that the positive terminal of the supply is connected with p -
side and the negetive terminal with the n - side the junction is called forward - biased.

When the potential increased across the junction the holes are repelled from the posi

tive end of supply and are com[)elled to move towards the junction. In similar way the
electrons are repelled from the negetive side of the supply and drifts towards the junc-

tioi^ because of the acquired energy some of the holes and electrons penetrate the
depletion region.This reduces the potential barrier and the width of the depletion region

is reduced, as result of this more majority carriers diffuse across the junction. This

results in an increased current through the p - n junction.

When the supply teminals are reversed such that the positive terminal

with n - type and negetive with p - type get connected the junction is called reverse -

biased. Increase in potential across the junction the holes in the p - region are
attractedtowards the negetive side of the supply and the electrons in n - region attracted

towards positivwe side of supply. Thus the majority carriers are drew away from the

junction and this increases the barrier potential. The increased barrier potential makes

more difficult to diffuse the majority carriers across the junction. But this position does

not exsists for the minority carriers and they drifts across the junction. The quantity of

these minority carriers depends upon the temperature of the junction. If the temperature

of the junction is fixed the generated minority carriers will be fixed in quantity. Thus a
little current flows across the junction called the reverse saturation or leakage current. It

is generally lies in nanoamps for silicone diffused junctions and in pamps for germenium
diffused or contact junctions. Incease in applied potential across junction does not more

effect upon this reverse curren; till a voltage level called the breakdown voltage ap
proaches where the current increases abruptly. At breakdown region the temperature of

the junction also inreased quickly which helps to flow more current through the junction.

In normal application this situation is avoided.

To draw the volt - ampere ( v - i) characteristics of p - n junction diode,

circuit shown in fig 1 and 2 are used. In fig 1, the +dc supply is connected with the anode

of the diode and -de with the cathode, where the voltmeter is in parallel and current

meter in series. This is called the forward - biased diode. In fig 2, the supply is shown in
reverse order, where the +dc is now connected with the cathode and vice - versa. This is

called the reverse - biased diode. In forward - biased mode a low potential supply used
and in reverse - biased mode a higher current limited supply is used to prevent permanat
breakdown of the diode. Typical plottings of the curves are shown in fig 3.
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About the boardMuuut tne poarg

In the provided semiconductor diode characteristics board two dc regu
lated power supplies are provided as 0 - 1.5 volt for forward - bias and 0 - 90 volts for
reverse bias. Two terminals are provided for the supply outputs and two for the diode
fitted behind the panel. The power supplies are selected through the range switches
provided between the panel meters. Both switches are marked to their respective posi
tions for the selected range and supply for the bias mode. To select the forward bias
mode both switches should kept in forward bias side. The diode should be connected
With supply terminals as shown In tig 1. The voltmeter readings are taken from 1 5v
range and current from 25mA range. In reverse bias mode fhe switches shouW Jn,
towards reverse bias direction and diode connection should also be made ̂evmsf

Experiment procednm
object: To draw the forward and reverqp hiaoow :
a. Forward - biased diode. junction diode characteristics,

th© diod© with thp Qimr^ix/ i

Should be connected to . termlTl;;:: supp".
coToirto both supply
steps. Note the''vdt^and cm^^radln (0 -1 -Sv) in small
and corresponding current I InmA 'b® P®"®'"deters as forward voltage

'  ■ --h .1
from the observations. Prepare the table between and 1^

5. Plot the forward - biaQow

readings along the y ■ axis. FindTh l"""® 1^
as shown In fig 3a Calculate the ri ^ b®''' of the curvey d- calculate the dynamic resistance of the diode

5L
b. Reverse - biased cjjode

1. Keep bmh meters range select switches towards the reverse bias side Co
ode as shown in fig 2, such thai its cathode is connected with the d !' " ®
supply. nnected with the + dc terminal of the

2 Switch on the power. Increase the reverase bias Qiinrhi /
note reverse voltages as -ve volts and corrospondinn c^' " ®Pb

g current from the panel meters.
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3. As breakdown appears, the reverse current will rise rapidly at this point at small

increament of reverse bias voltage, note the reading and bring reverse supply back

to minimum.

4 Switch off the power and tabulate the results as -V^ and -1^. Plot graph as shown in fig
3b Calculate the reverse resistance in constant region.

5 Comparing results from both observations, shows that the forward resistance of the
diode is very much less than the reverse resistance. This property allows to flow
current in one direction only.
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A p - n junction can be formed either by point contact or by diffusing
donor impurity in p - type substrate in n - type substrate. In forward bias mode when the
supply is connected such that the positive terminal of the supply is connected with p -
side and the negetive terminal with the n - side the junction is called forward - biased.
When the potential increased across the junction the holes are repelled from the posi
tive end of supply and are compelled to move towards the junction. In similar way the
electrons are repelled from the negetive side of the supply and drifts towards the junc
tion. because of the acquired energy some of the holes and electrons penetrate the
depletion region. This reduces tfie potential barrier and the width of the depletion region
is reduced, as result of this more majority carriers diffuse across the junction. This
results in an increased current through the p - n junction.

When the supply teminals are reversed such Ihat the positive terminalwith n - type and negetive with p - type get connected the junction is called reverse -
biased. Increase in potential across the junction the holes In the p - region are
attractedtowards the negetive side of the supply and the electrons In n - region attracted
towards posltivwe side of supply. Thus the majority carriers are drew away from the
junction and this increases the barrier potential. The Increased barrier potential makes
more difficult to diffuse the majority carriers across the junction. But this position does
no exsists or the minority carriers and they drifts across the junction. The quantity of
these minority carriers depends upon the temperature of the junction. If the temperature
o the junction is fixed the generated minority carriers wiii be fixed in quantity. Thus a
itt e current flows across the junction called the reverse saturation or leakage current It
IS generally lies in nanoamps for silicone diffused junctions and in pamps for germanium
diffused or contact junctions, increase in applied potential across junction does not more
effect upon this reverse current till a vollage level called the breakdown voltage an-
preaches where the current increases abruptly. At breakdown region the temperature of
the junction also inreased quickly which helps to flow more current through the junction
In normal application this situation is avoided.

■  r h • P - n ibnction diodecircuit shown in kg 1 and 2 are used, in fig 1, the .dc supply is connected with the anode
of the diode and -de with the cathode, where the voltmeter Is in parallel and currem
meter in series. This is called the forward - biased diode. In fig 2, the supply is shown in
reverse order, where the -kJc is now connected with the cathode and vice - versa This is
called the reverse - biased diode. In forward - biased mode a low potential supply used
and in reverse - biased mode a higher current limited supply is used to prevent permanat
breakdown of the diode. Typical plottlngs of the curves are shown In fig 3
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About the board

In the provided semiconductor diode characteristics board two dc regu
lated power supplies are provided as 0 - 1.5 volt for forward - bias and 0-90 volts for

reverse bias. Two terminals are provided for the supply outputs and two for the diode

fitted behind the panel. The power supplies are selected through the range switches
provided between the panel meters. Both switches are marked to their respective posi
tions for the selected range and supply for the bias mode. To select the forward - bias

mode both switches should kept in forward bias side. The diode should be connected
with supply terminals as shown in fig 1. The voltmeter readings are taken from 1.5v
range and current from 25mA range. In reverse bias mode the switches should kept
towards reverse bias direction and diode connection should also be made reverse as
shown in fig 2. In reverse bias the voltage readings are taken from 90v range and cur
rent from the loA range.

Experiment procedure
object: To draw the forward and reverse - biased junction diode characteristics,
a. Forward - biased diode.

1. Connect the diode with the supply terminals as shown in fig 1. The diode's anode
should be connected to + terminal of the supply.

2. Select the meter range switches (both ) towards forward bias side. Keep both supply
controls to minimum.

3. Switch on the power. Gradually increase the forward bias supply (0 -1.5v) in small
steps. Note the volt and current readings from the panel meters as forward voltage V
and corresponding current Ip in mA. ^

4. Take the readings till the mA meter approaches near maximum deflection. Switch off
the power, turn supply control back to minimum. Prepare the table between V and i
from the observations. '

5. Plot the forward - biased diode graph taking Vp readings along the x - axis and I
readings along the y - axis. Find the slope of the line from the linear part of the curve
as shown in fig 3a. Calculate the dynamic resistance of the diode

8 V.

61
•p

b. Reverse - biased diode.

1. Keep both meters range select switches towards the reverse bias side. Connect di
ode as shown in fig 2, such that its cathode is connected with the + dc terminal of the
supply.

2 Switch on the power. Increase the reverase bias supply (0 - 90v) in small steps and
note reverse voltages as -ve volts and corrosponding current from the panel meters.
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3. As breakdown appears, the reverse current will rise rapidly at this point at small

increament of reverse bias voltage, note the reading and bring reverse supply back
to minimum.

4 Switch off the power and tabulate the results as -V^ and -1^,. Plot graph as shown in fig
3b Calculate the reverse resistance in constant region.

5 Comparing results from both observations, shows that the forward resistance of the
diode is very much less than the reverse resistance. This property allows to flow
current in one direction only.
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